
Aging cAn be difficult; aging gracefully, even more so. A sag here, a 
wrinkle there, the sprouting of unwanted hair, and jiggle in places that 
never jiggled before – even when you don’t feel older, your body can 
betray you. But none of those annoyances are safe from the aesthetic 
artistry of Lisa Williams, ANP-C and Director of Ultra Smooth Skin, 
whose skill in non-invasive cosmetic enhancement has made her a 
well-respected name around the Valley. In her capable hands, clients 
are smoothed, tightened, and firmed until their pesky problems are a 
distant memory.

A Scottsdale native and graduate of Arizona State University with 
both a Bachelor’s and Master’s Degree in Nursing and Bachelor’s in 
Business, Williams was recruited by a doctor into the med-spa indus-
try fresh out of college. She displayed such talent and proficiency that, 
within a year, she was authorized to conduct laser training and certi-
fication of aestheticians, registered nurses and nurse practitioners.  It 
was clear that Williams had found her niche.

It has been nearly a decade since she began performing cos-
metic dermatology procedures, and in that time, Williams has honed 
her natural expertise to razor-sharp perfection. “I have been told I’m 
an artist of the face,” she says. “I can build volume, lift saggy skin, 
improve laxity, smooth out wrinkles and make people look younger, 
but natural.” Her excellent hand-eye coordination combines with an 
innate sense of aesthetic harmony and steady-handed precision, 
creating the results her clients crave. Ultra Smooth Skin offers laser 
treatments for hair removal and reversal of skin damage and signs of 
aging; premium injectables such as Botox®, Dysport®, Radiesse®, 
Restylane®, Perlane®, and Juvéderm; treatment for unsightly varicose 
and spider veins on the face and body; topical treatments including 
Latisse® to encourage lash growth and CoolSculpting for body con-
touring; and facial rejuvenation from trusted brands such as Neocutis® 
and SkinMedica®. No matter the procedure, Williams and her team 
of highly qualified professional technicians deliver optimal results in a 
safe, clean environment. In fact, Ultra Smooth Skin has been awarded 
the coveted “Black Diamond” certification from Allergan, the makers 
of Botox®  – a prestigious designation that fewer than 1% of medical 
aesthetic practices receive. 

Though she has years of experience in training others, Williams 
herself never ceases to keep learning. Rapidly advancing technolo-
gies in her field make continuing education a necessity, and Williams 
makes it a priority to provide clients with the foremost in quality, com-
fort, and care. She is certified by the Society of Aesthetic Injectors and 
a fellow at the American Society for Laser Medicine and Surgery.

“I enjoy helping people look younger, with an improved appear-
ance, while still looking natural at any age,” says Williams. And she 
does it all while providing an unsurpassed level of service and skill. 
Lumps, bumps, wrinkles, and spots, you’ve met your match.
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